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Abstract. The ATLAS EventIndex is the global catalogue of all ATLAS real
and simulated events. During the LHC long shutdown between Run 2 (2015-
2018) and Run 3 (2022-2025) all its components were substantially revised and
a new system was deployed for the start of Run 3 in Spring 2022. The new
core storage system, based on HBase tables with a SQL interface provided by
Phoenix, allows much faster data ingestion rates and scales much better than
the old one to the data rates expected for the end of Run 3 and beyond. All
user interfaces were also revised and a new command-line interface and web
services were also deployed. The new system was initially populated with all
existing data relative to Run 1 and Run 2 datasets, and then put online to receive
Run 3 data in real time. After extensive testing, the old system, which ran in
parallel to the new one for a few months, was finally switched off in October
2022. This paper describes the new system, the move of all existing data from
the old to the new storage schemas and the operational experience gathered so
far.

1 Introduction

The ATLAS experiment [1] collects several billion proton-proton, proton-ion and ion-ion in-
teractions at the LHC accelerator at CERN every year. These “events” are then processed
several times, resulting in many different formats and versions of the same original informa-
tion. In addition, simulated events are generated to compare the results of the analysis of
real data with different physics models. All these data need to be catalogued in a large, high
performance and high reliability system that can provide information on single events out of
several hundred billion records. The EventIndex [2] system catalogues all ATLAS events,
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both real and simulated, and provides a set of tools to search and retrieve information on
single events or on event groups, following user selections. Its design started in 2013 [3] and
the first implementation was fully functional for the start of LHC Run 2 in 2015 [4]. The
original version of the EventIndex provided a stable and reliable service throughout LHC
Run 2 (2015-2018), but like all software projects it had to be upgraded in order to stand
the expected higher data rates for Run 3 (2022 onwards) and beyond. This paper describes
the modifications implemented for this purpose in 2021-2022 and the operational experience
with the new, now current, system.

2 Architecture

The raison d’être of the EventIndex is to enable ATLAS members to search for and retrieve
one or more individual events from the tens of millions of data files, in order to perform de-
tailed checks, more refined analyses or produce event displays – the so-called “event picking”
operations. For this purpose a metadata catalogue containing the main event identification
variables, such as run number and event number, and the event location in different formats
and processing versions, the GUIDs [5] of the files containing it, is needed. Once such a cata-
logue exists, it can be integrated with trigger information and other event metadata, widening
the range of searches and allowing the computation of event counts based on combinations
of trigger selections, calculations of trigger overlaps within a dataset or of event overlaps in
different derivation streams. Another important application of the EventIndex is the produc-
tion consistency checks, as the EventIndex Producer is the first process that reads back all
produced files and checks their integrity and completeness.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the EventIndex system as implemented for LHC Run 3. The individual
components are described in the text. The black arrows indicate the indexing data flow; the blue arrows
indicate the information flow or exchange between the different tools.

The EventIndex system was designed from the beginning with a modular architecture,
following the main data flow. Figure 1 shows a schema of the architecture and its components,
as implemented for LHC Run 3. The system must be able to scale to eventually store trillions
of event records, stand ingestion rates in excess of 10 kHz and react to queries in times that
are independent of the volume of stored data. The implementation is based on the BigData
tools that are available in the Apache Hadoop [6] ecosystem, including its native HDFS file
system, the Apache HBase database [7] and Apache Phoenix [8], a SQL layer over HBase.

The main system components are:



• Data Production: The EventIndex Producer transformation processes datasets as soon as
they are produced and extracts indexing information (event metadata) to files that are sent
to an Object Store at CERN [9]. At the same time, information about these files is sent to
the CERN ActiveMQ messaging server [10].

• Data Collection: The Supervisor process receives the messages from the ActiveMQ server
and orchestrates the retrieval of the indexing files from the Object Store, their merging and
validation, and the upload of the indexing data to the Hadoop cluster.

• Data Storage: The EventIndex records are stored in HBase [7] tables. The main tables are
the Dataset table, with global information for each indexed dataset, and the Events table,
which holds all individual records for all events. The Phoenix [8] layer allows operations
on HBase tables through SQL commands.

• Data Access: A command-line interface provides data query and retrieval tools that can be
used by authorised people (members of the ATLAS Collaboration); it can be used interac-
tively or through the PanDA [11] system to submit Grid jobs. A graphical interface that
connects the EventIndex to other ATLAS databases [12] and integrates the dataset-level
information is in preparation.

• Event Picking Server: A new service with a graphical interface, the Event Picking Server
[13] automates the operations needed for event picking and returns asynchronously the
resulting files to the requestor in a common area.

• Monitoring: The health of all servers running EventIndex processes is constantly monitored
along with their performance [14]. In addition, a suite of functional and performance tests
[15] mimicking typical client usage are run periodically and notify experts when results are
incomplete or otherwise different from expectations.

3 Revised and New Components

The EventIndex is a software project that uses almost exclusively free open-source software,
in particular BigData tools in the Hadoop ecosystem. These tools evolve quite rapidly in
time, as additional features become available and their performance improves; any system
using them must also evolve in parallel. All EventIndex components were revised or re-
implemented in advance of the start of LHC Run 3 in 2022 [16].

3.1 Producer

The Producer transformation extracts event metadata from files containing real or simulated
events as they are produced, and packs them into files that are sent to the CERN Object Store.
It is implemented as a Python script that runs within the ATLAS Athena software framework
[17]; for this update it was re-implemented in Python3. At the same time, the code dealing
with the previous data collection mechanism (that used the ActiveMQ messaging system also
for the data files) was removed and the network connectivity was made more resilient.

3.2 Data Collection

As the data transport mechanism through the Object Store at CERN was demonstrably more
performant than the older messaging system, code supporting the old mechanism was re-
moved and a failover solution using the CERN EOS data store [18] was implemented instead.
In this case, which happened so far only a few times each year, the Supervisor can recover
files from EOS at a later stage and push them to the Object Store when it becomes available.



A new component, the Loader, was developed to store all indexing information related
to a given dataset into the permanent data store in HBase. The Supervisor gathers from
the ActiveMQ server the links to the location of all files with indexing information for each
dataset and passes them to the Loader that will insert the records into the the HBase tables in
the correct format and update the internal indices [19]. Apache Spark [20], with the Phoenix
connector, is used in the data ingestion pipeline.

3.3 Data Store

The data store is the core component of the EventIndex system. The original version based on
Hadoop MapFiles was developed in 2014 and soon complemented by an additional data store
implemented in HBase in order to meet the requirements on query response time. The current
version is based on HBase tables, with Phoenix as the SQL interface [16, 19]. As all events
in ATLAS belong to datasets (groups of files containing statistically similar events), it was
logical to organise the data into a Dataset table and an Events table; the Events table is very
large, with over 500 billion event records in Spring 2023, but with data grouped into column
families and an optimized primary key that ensures a balanced use of all HBase regions. In
this way the query and retrieval performance is independent of the total data volume. Snappy
compression is applied to keep the table size under control. Smaller auxiliary tables are used
to store additional quantities, such as data types and trigger chains, that are referenced in the
main tables.

3.4 Data Access

As the data store was replaced by a new implementation, all data access tools had to be
re-implemented too. A new Query Service was developed to interact with HBase through
the SQL interface provided by Phoenix [21]. Its Command-Line Interface comprising the
dataset-list, event-list and event-lookup utilities gives the user the possibility to
list and select datasets and events according to specifications supplied through their many
options, and to retrieve detailed information about the selected events.

3.5 Event Picking Server

The Event Picking Server [13] is a new tool designed and developed since 2019 to automate
the event picking workflow, especially when users need to extract several thousand events at
once. Its entry point for the users is a graphical interface where the user supplies a text file
with the list of run and event numbers of all events to be retrieved, the event format and data
(trigger) stream. Behind the scenes, a process splits the event list by run number, uses the
Query Service to get the locations (as GUIDs) of the files with those events, submits the event
picking jobs to the PanDA workflow management system [11] that will run the jobs on the
WLCG Grid, and finally notifies the user upon completion. The graphical interface can also
be used to monitor the progress of the requests, which is a very useful feature given that the
completion time can be of the order of several days when retrieving raw data from files on
tape.

3.6 Testing and Monitoring

Two groups of jobs are run several times a day, related respectively to functional and per-
formance tests [15]. The functional tests run event picking jobs in different configurations



(separate event lookup or integrated in the PanDA job), different data types (real and simu-
lated data) on datasets of different ages (from just registered to several years old), in order to
check that the established functionalities are always available. The performance tests always
run the same event lookup processes, on different numbers of events and accessing different
datasets, to make sure that there is no performance degradation with the constant increase
of data volume. Both functional and performance tests were revised and adapted to the new
client tools described above.

4 Operation and Performance

The operation of the EventIndex Producers started back in 2015 at the beginning of LHC
Run 2 and continued without interruption, indexing all newly collected real data during data-
taking periods, plus reprocessed and simulated data. Figure 2 (left) shows the number of
datasets indexed daily between January 2022 and March 2023, on average a few hundred
datasets each day.
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Figure 2. Left: datasets indexed daily by the EventIndex Producer between January 2022 and March
2023, divided by data type. Right: number of dataset loader processes active daily in HBase between
March 2022 and March 2023.

The system went through extensive tests during the early months of 2022, and was put in
operation at the beginning of the LHC Run 3 data-taking period in parallel to the old system.
As the performance was satisfactory, all existing previous data from Run 1 and Run 2 were
copied over during Summer 2022; at that point the old system was decommissioned. Figure 2
(right) shows the number of Loader processes running in parallel during the testing phase, the
old data import and then the new Run 3 data inserts.

Most of the indexed datasets contain simulated data and are much smaller than datasets
containing real data, so the global number of event records in the EventIndex store is domi-
nated by real data, as shown in Figure 3 (left). At the end of March 2023 the data store con-
tained 540 billion event records belonging to 280’000 datasets, occupying 47 TB in HBase
(times the factor 3 replication). The EventIndex collects and stores the trigger information
only once for each event, when indexing the datasets in AOD (Analysis Object Data) format,
so there are two groups of event record size, about 50 bytes without trigger information, and
about 150 bytes with trigger information.
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Figure 3. Left: fraction of event records stored by data type at the end of March 2023. Right: lookup
times in seconds for queries for 10, 100, 1000 and 10’000 events from performance tests executed
between May 2022 and February 2023.

The functional and performance tests showed a better stability and reduced response times
compared to the previous implementation [15]. Queries for a few events return their results
in seconds, and even queries for 10’000 events return in about a minute. This performance
is definitely sufficient for interactive users through the command-line interface and asyn-
chronous users through the Event Picking Server. Figure 3 (right) shows the response times
to queries for 10, 100, 1000 and 10’000 events over a long time period; they represent typical
user queries, which are normally for a few events for event displays and for several thousand
events for massive picking in case of special analyses. The variations and spikes are due
to other activities taking place on the same Hadoop cluster, which is not dedicated to the
EventIndex but has other users and their applications running at different times.

5 Conclusions

The comprehensive revisions and reimplementation of the ATLAS EventIndex for LHC Run
3 have demonstrated remarkable efficacy in handling large amounts of data and improved
accessibility for users. The migration from the HDFS MapFiles based storage system and
the additional data store implemented in HBase to a single data store based on HBase tables
with the Phoenix SQL interface has streamlined the data workflow and allowed greater data
ingestion rates, which is especially crucial considering the increasing data rates projected for
the completion of Run 3 and future runs.

The development of a new command-line interface and web services has not only en-
hanced the user experience but also facilitated real-time data management, including the
seamless integration of the existing Run 1 and Run 2 datasets. The successful parallel op-
eration of the new system alongside the old, followed by the decommissioning of the older
system, further underscores the efficiency and superior performance of the revised system.

Furthermore, the incorporation of new tools such as the Event Picking Server has signif-
icantly automated the event picking workflow, thereby streamlining the analysis process for
researchers. The stability and improved response times of the revised system, proven by the
functional and performance tests, have underscored the robustness of the system in handling
extensive queries.



In conclusion, the revamped ATLAS EventIndex system has shown superior performance
and greater potential to address the increasing demands of the LHC runs, paving the way
for more refined analyses and efficient data management. Future work will focus on further
optimizing this system and adapting to the evolving needs of LHC runs.
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